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Introduction 
(Theory)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2106.10576.pdf
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What is different in our experiment
• 4.3K vs Room Temperature
• RF signal (2.6GHz) vs DC signal
• Measure Power vs Measure Voltage
• Inside a large LHe dewar which is used regularly for performance testing of SRF cavities
• Implementation 
• Our experiment is not yet a real NLQM search (it is a test run with the main purpose of 

commissioning the hardware and the software in preparation for the real experiment,
classically generated bits only are used)
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What is the same in our experiment
• The concept is the same
• The experiment also uses a circuit of three components: a “source”,  a “switch”, and a “meter”
• In our case

– Source = RF Generator + Room Temperature Amplifier
– Switch = Two cryogenic switches
– Meter = Cryogenic HEMT amplifier + Signal Analyzer
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the switches were not designed                    
for LHe operation, but it turns out they        
work fine in LHe (tested in 2K – 4.3K range)
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Randomly Generated Bit samples
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• In advance of the experiment create three bit sequences ≡ samples, 
using random number generators:
– classical (c1)
– quantum (q2)
– another quantum (q3)

Bits in upcoming NLQM search
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• In advance of the experiment create three bit sequences ≡ samples, 
using random number generators:
– classical (c1)
– quantum (q2) second classical
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Bits in test run of August 2023
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• In advance of the experiment create three bit sequences ≡ samples, 
using random number generators:
– classical (c1)
– quantum (q2) second classical
– another quantum (q3) third classical

• Then, still in advance of the experiment, randomly mix the three sequences 
into one sequence to be processed during the experiment

Bits in test run of August 2023 (Short version of the slide)
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Readout Circuit
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Expect to measure (± 1-2dBm)

Room temperature noise 

HEMT Gain
@ HEMT total
+HEMT noise temperature
Thermal noise@HEMT input

300K

5.8K 
+ 1.5K
4.3K

-154dBm

-174dBm

+37dB
-191dBm

 -192dBm

Readout Circuit

in bit=0 case HEMT input is 50Ohm-terminated
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Main Script Layout
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BW=1Hz 800 data points (4.5 hours)

Approximately half of these data 
points are of our interest (bit=0 cases)

One scan ≡ one data point example

Signal Analyzer Scan Example
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Measured Power Distribution (bit = 0 cases)
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Measured Power Distribution (bit = 0 cases)
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BACKUP SLIDES

Results

Our result ε = 4E-12 is similar to the corresponding result from                           (6e-12)
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Power  same (1 scan)
  Time same

Possible improvements to sensitivity

T=4.3K, BW=1Hz

Measured Power (dBm) Measured Power (dBm) Measured Power (dBm) Measured Power (dBm)

T=2K, BW=1Hz

T=4.3K, BW=10mHz T=4.3K, BW=1mHz

Power  -15-20dB
  Time × 21

Power  -8-10dB
  Time × 10

Power  -154dBm
  Time 4.2 sec

Source power can also be increased by 10-15dB 

If all goes well, it may be possible to achieve improvement in sensitivity by two orders of magnitude

in the search mode we are measuring kBT
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Conclusions and Outlook
• The setup of the NLQM experiment is working for the classical case
• Results look reasonable
• Need to finalize the version of the script for the quantum case
• Need to fix some network communication issues that interrupt running smoothly for longer times
• Need to agree on the choice of quantum bit samples and have them generated
• Need to agree on the proposed dilution-safe procedure for handling the samples
• Pursue various sensitivity improvements

– Higher source power
– Lower temperature
– More narrow scan resolution bandwidth

• Hopefully first SQMS real NLQM experiment can be performed later this year

• Thank you for your attention
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BACKUP SLIDES
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• In advance of the experiment create three bit sequences ≡ samples, 
using random number generators:
– classical (c1)
– quantum (q2) second classical
– another quantum (q3) third classical
– two samples are generated on Rigetti cloud
– classical, simulated version of Rigetti's Aspen-M 80-qubit quantum computer
– use only one (simulated) qubit for generating one sequence
– with and without active qubit reset → two samples
– third sample generated with random package from standard python library 
– 10k bits in each of the three samples

• Finally, still in advance of the experiment, randomly mix the three sequences 
into one sequence to be processed during the experiment

Bits in test run of August 2023 (Long version of the slide)
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GENERATING BITS (slide 1of2)
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GENERATING BITS (slide 2of2)
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MIXING THE BITS 
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BIT=1 
Scan Example
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A Few Relevant Points
• Many Worlds(Branches) of Quantum Mechanics  is a different concept than multiverse, parallel 

universes

• Many Worlds
– are all part of our Universe
– share the same space-time

• The following is guaranteed even in the presence on non-linearity: we will not observe a second 
version (from another world) of any workshop speaker walking into this lecture hall while the first 
version is giving his/her presentation

• This research belongs strictly to the realm of physics (no mixing in e.g. psychology, philosophy)


